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THE FIBER CEMENT EXPERTSTHE FIBER CEMENT EXPERTS

4.2 HEAT SCREEN - INSTALLATION GUIDE

MULTI-PURPOSE FIBER CEMENT PANELS

ALWAYS APPLY THE 3 FOLLOWING POINTS:
1. Panels must be dry prior to installation.

2. Leave a minimum space of 1/8” (3 mm) between panels for expansion. If a flexible adhesive sealant is used,
leave a minimum space of 1/4” (6 mm). A bond breaking tape is required to prevent the flexible sealant from
adhering under the joint. Sealing of the joints is not required.

3. Pre-drill holes that are 1/16” (1.5 mm) larger than the diameter of the screws that will be used.

Any construction should be made in accordance with Local Building Codes.

NOTE : Do not
countersink screw head
with 1/4” (6 mm) panel.

� Installation
Use 1/2” (12 mm) panels for stove bases and 1/4” (6 mm) panels
for heat screens. Panels must extend a minimum of 12” (300 mm)
on each side of the appliance. On vertical metal furring strips
(or FINEX panel strips) fastened and aligned on the studs, put
the heat shield on the wall. Leave a minimum 1” (24 mm) space
between the heat shield and the wall to ensure proper air
circulation. The screws must be long enough to penetrate at least
3/4” (19 mm) into the framing. Leave a minimum gap of 1”
(24 mm) above the panel and 3” (72 mm) below the panel.

�Preparation
Walls must be flat, uniform, dry and free of dirt, dust and grease.

�Fastening
Drill holes using a bit with a diameter that is 1/16” (1,5 mm)
larger than the diameter of the screws. Fasten the FINEX panels
onto the furring 16” (400 mm) o.c., 3/4” (19 mm) minimum from
the edge of the panels. At corners of panels, place fasteners in an
asymmetric position at a minimum of 2” from corner and 1” from
the edge.

NOTE: Follow the manufacturer’s instructions to determine the
distance between the screen and the appliance. That distance
may be reduced by 2/3 with a FINEX heat screen. FINEX panel
can be used as a stove base. Use a high temperature paint for
finishing.

WARNING: Do not locate any screws
directly behind the appliance. Do not glue
stone, ceramic, brick or any decorative
covering on FINEX panels when they
are used as a heat screen.
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